
Making musicality as commonplace as literacy is today
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Learn	  to	  play	  a	  Musical	  Instruments	  

Beginning	   Weeks/Months	   Years	  

85%	  Qui@ers	  

TED Talk: Do schools kill creativity?
Sir	  Ken	  Robinson	  

-  Making music is inherently social

-  Trains the coordination of hearing, reading, 

motoric skills that students might use for 

the rest of their lives

-  There are no right and wrongs, but 

different tastes and interpretations

Can music unlock creativity?

Still only 8% of people in our society play an 

instrument, 82% wish they could play



Creating successful global consumer product in creative 

industries
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demo
Click	  following	  link	  to	  see	  it	  in	  
ac#on	  (30s	  trailer)	  
h@p://bit.ly/Yousician_girl	  



25 Million 
Guitar and Piano players 

use our products
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When different disciplines meet

Yousician
World leading 

audio 
technology

Innovative 
music education
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About Yousician
•  Founded by 2 guitar dropouts in 2010 

•  31 people in Finland and  Australia (12 nationalities)

•  $1.5M seed from TRUE Ventures

•  Profitable and heavily growing (+500% in 12 months)

•  US Patent approved



How to teach an entire country to play the guitar



Yousician’s Mission

Chris Thür – CEO
chris@yousician.com

“Make musicality 

as commonplace as 

literacy is today…”



Detailed slides
(for Q&A)



Yousician is the #1 

music educator in the world

Music is one of the most valuable cultural achievements of humanity. While most people 

today listen to music, only a small percentage can play a musical instrument. 

Yousician was founded to make musicality as commonplace as literacy.

We are all born musical.

Vision 



Yousician – The Product

ü   Motivation through gamification

ü   Easy to use (works with any instrument and device)

ü   Proven results through accurate progress tracking

ü   For self-learning or with a teacher

ü   Over 25 million Guitar & Piano Players worldwide

Watch the 1min trailer 
bit.ly/GuitarBots

With Yousician anyone can learn
to play a musical instrument.



Team

Prizes, awards and mentions

#1 music app in 
over 30 countries

#1 hottest startup
 in Finland 2012

Yousician in a nutshell
-  31 people in Helsinki, Tampere and Sydney
-  True Ventures backed ($1.5M in 2012)
-  Founded in December 2010 by 2 guitar dropouts

Key people
-  Chris Thür, CEO & Co-founder, Laser scientist & guitar dropout
-  Mikko Kaipainen, COO & Co-founder, Runs the business
-  Anssi Klapuri, CTO, Worlds leading audio scientist (Prof. at TUT)
-  Advisors: Jon Callaghan (True Ventures), Ari Tulla (Better Doctor)

The Yousician way
-  Everyone does push-ups after the 10am standups
-  We take the team for 1 month off-site Hackathons to build, jam and have fun – and to get away from Finnish winter

Featured at
Apple WWDC14



About us:

Yousician was founded to make musicality as commonplace as literacy. With over 25 million users we have become in less than 5 

year the worlds largest music educator and on average every 2 seconds, a person from around the world starts to play a musical 

instrument with us. 

In addition to being market leader in its field Yousician is great example on what creating successful global consumer product in 

creative industries requires. High-tech meets arts, education and gaming are combined in an innovative way to create a profitable 

and high growth business that is having a profound positive impact in the lives of millions of people around the world. 

Yousician´s fast growing team consists of 31 creative industry professionals, combining the areas of expertise and talent that 

Finland is known. Our signal processing technology enables analyzing users musical performance in real time, where as game like 

environment and data driven pedagogic concept design enable us to revolutionize one of the most profound creative skills, 

musicality. Yousician is used by thousands of music teachers worldwide and has won over 30 international awards, including the 

worlds best learning game (EU Ludus initiative), the WSA world summit award of the United Nations, and was recognized for its 

innovation by WIRED magazine as Finland's #1 hottest startup and Sunday Times’ “Worlds best apps” prize.

Worlds largest music educator


